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a b s t r a c t 

Adapting threat-related memories towards changing environments is a fundamental ability of organisms. One 
central process of fear reduction is suggested to be extinction learning, experimentally modeled by extinction 
training that is repeated exposure to a previously conditioned stimulus (CS) without providing the expected 
negative consequence (unconditioned stimulus, US). Although extinction training is well investigated, evidence 
regarding process-related changes in neural activation over time is still missing. Using optimized delayed ex- 
tinction training in a multicentric trial we tested whether: 1) extinction training elicited decreasing CS-specific 
neural activation and subjective ratings, 2) extinguished conditioned fear would return after presentation of the 
US (reinstatement), and 3) results are comparable across different assessment sites and repeated measures. We 
included 100 healthy subjects (measured twice, 13-week-interval) from six sites. 24 h after fear acquisition train- 
ing, extinction training, including a reinstatement test, was applied during fMRI. Alongside, participants had to 
rate subjective US-expectancy, arousal and valence. In the course of the extinction training, we found decreasing 
neural activation in the insula and cingulate cortex as well as decreasing US-expectancy, arousal and negative 
valence towards CS + . Re -exposure to the US after extinction training was associated with a temporary increase 
in neural activation in the anterior cingulate cortex (exploratory analysis) and changes in US-expectancy and 
arousal ratings. While ICCs-values were low, findings from small groups suggest highly consistent effects across 
time-points and sites. Therefore, this delayed extinction fMRI-paradigm provides a solid basis for the investi- 
gation of differences in neural fear-related mechanisms as a function of anxiety-pathology and exposure-based 
treatment. 
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. Introduction 

Extinction training gets an individual to learn inhibiting a pre-
iously conditioned response (CR) to a fear conditioned stimulus
 Lonsdorf et al., 2017 ). It is neither forgetting nor “unlearning ”
 Vervliet et al., 2013 ) but a new learning process competing with a
reviously established stimulus-reaction relation. Extinction learning is
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daptive adjusting one’s reactions to changing circumstances and learn-
ng that a prior threat signal no longer indicates danger is particularly
volutionary vital. 

Extinction learning as a re-evaluation of threat prediction is lim-
ted in patients with anxiety disorders ( Duits et al., 2015 ), that affect
p to 25% of the general population worldwide ( Remes et al., 2016 )
nd cause substantial individual and societal burden ( Gustavsson et al.,
 2021 
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011 ; Wittchen et al., 2011 ). Currently the most effective treatment of
nxiety disorders is exposure ‐based cognitive ‐behavioral therapy (CBT)
 Bandelow et al., 2014 ; National Institute for Health and Clinical Ex-
ellence (NICE), 2011 , 2013 ). Extinction learning is suggested to be
ne central process of fear reduction in exposure ‐based CBT ( Milad and
uirk, 2012 ; Vervliet et al., 2013 ; Heinig et al., 2017 ; Richter et al.,
017 ). During exposure sessions, patients are confronted repeatedly
ith situations that evoke their pathological anxieties to re-learn that

hese “threat ” signals do not indicate actual danger, which over time
nd repetition reduces pathological fear responses. 

In the experimental laboratory model, the effects of fear extinction
raining are investigated subsequently to fear acquisition training in
hich a neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus, CS) is repeatedly paired
ith an aversive stimulus (unconditioned stimulus, US) ( Pavlov, 1927 ;
aren, 2001 ). The CS is learned as a threat signal (CS + , predicts US).

ventually, the CS + alone evokes defensive reactions ( Fullana et al.,
016 ; Lonsdorf et al., 2017 ; Sehlmeyer et al., 2009 ; Wendt et al., 2017 ;
einig et al., 2017 ; Maren 2001 ). During extinction training however,

he CS + is repeatedly presented without the US. As a result, the CR
ecreases gradually due to the formation of new, inhibitory memory
races between the CS + and no-US. ( Graham and Milad, 2011 ; Milad and
uirk, 2012 ; Heinig et al., 2017 ). Thus, even after successful extinction

raining, fear memories can be re-activated (return of fear), e.g., after
e-exposure to the US (reinstatement), indicating the co-existence of the
nitial fear and the newly acquired extinction memories ( Bouton, 2004 ;
ermans et al., 2006 ; Lonsdorf et al., 2017 ). 

A recent meta-analysis on neural correlates of fear extinction train-
ng in healthy adults by Fullana et al. (2018 ; 31 studies, n = 1074 in
otal) concluded that extinction training activates the brain in a pat-
ern that is reminiscent of fear acquisition (anterior cingulate cortex,
he insula, limbic and mid-brain structures; ( de Carvalho et al., 2014 ;
anselow 1994 ; Mobbs et al., 2009 ; Wendt et al., 2017 ; Lueken et al.,
013 ; Sehlmeyer et al., 2011 ). The authors analyzed studies using unin-
tructed fear conditioning in differential cue-conditioning paradigms
i.e., a CS + and a CS − are presented; the CS + precedes the US) using
lectric stimulation as US and immediate uninstructed extinction train-
ng. Their meta-analysis confirmed the following brain regions to consis-
ently show increased BOLD activation during extinction training in the
verall CS + > CS- comparison: the rostro-dorsal anterior cingulate cor-
ex, medial prefrontal cortex, bilateral anterior insular cortex, frontal
perculum, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior putamen, bilateral
entral pallidum, anterior and medial thalamus, and mid-brain/dorsal
ons. 

Still missing, though of great importance, is evidence regarding
he trajectories of changes in neural activation during the process
f extinction training. In general, previous studies (as included in
ullana et al., 2018 ) focused on neural correlates of conditioned stim-
li and their difference contrast (CS + vs- CS-) during the whole train-
ng procedure, but not on changes of neural activation in its course.
ue to their methodology of averaging multiple trials for a condi-

ion, previous fMRI studies did not prioritize the analysis of activa-
ion change trajectories during extinction. However, the neural trajec-
ory may contain important additional information about learning types
hat could be beneficial for subtyping patients for treatment strategies.
chwarzmeier et al. (2019) found evidence for the importance of neu-
al trajectories in accelerated acquisition of conditioned responses and
ttenuated extinction recall during delayed extinction training in pa-
ients with panic disorder, compared to healthy subjects. Since extinc-
ion processes depend on learning competing information challenging
ell established memories, changes over time are rather subtle and ex-

inction learning is a fragile phenomenon ( Bouton, 2002 ; Giustino and
aren, 2015 ). Nevertheless, gathering process information is neces-

ary to better understand extinction mechanisms and to disentangle the
nitial recall of a conditioned fear memory from the progressive for-
ation of the extinction memory ( Lonsdorf et al., 2017 ). In general,
2 
hese insights would provide a solid basis to inform and optimize expo-
ure ‐based CBT. 

Therefore, we developed an optimized protocol of extinction train-
ng closely modeling the conditions and processes of exposure therapy as
escribed in our pilot study ( Hollandt et al., 2020 ). As a delayed extinc-
ion paradigm, it models well-consolidated fear memories and includes
 reinstatement test, which simulates the relapse of fear symptoms in
linical context. Open questions however remain regarding changes in
eural activation across the experimental phases and stability of extinc-
ion training effects across repeated measurements in healthy subjects,
hich is crucial for using the paradigm to investigate treatment asso-

iated changes in fear extinction capacities in clinical populations. Fur-
hermore, a given replicability of neural activation patterns on group-
evel across different study sites would be an important pre-condition
or using the paradigm within multi-centric treatment trials. 

Goals of the present study were 1) investigating fear-extinction pro-
esses during the course of an extinction training at the neural and be-
avioral level and 2) evaluating the feasibility and replicability of the
elayed extinction fMRI-paradigm in a longitudinal-multicenter setting.
hus, this study provides the basis for the investigation of differences in
eural fear related mechanisms between patients with anxiety disorders
n a clinical context (before and after exposure-based CBT) and healthy
ubjects. Three main hypotheses about the quality of our paradigm will
e investigated: 

1) Our newly developed delayed fear extinction paradigm evokes alter-
ing BOLD activation in relevant brain regions, especially the cingu-
late cortex and bilateral insula. Successful extinction learning will
be reflected by a decrease of CS + /CS- difference in neural activation
and behavioral rating data (US-expectancy, arousal, valence) over
the course of the experiment. 

2) Reinstatement of conditioned fear elicited by the re-exposure to the
US after extinction training will be reflected by a temporary reactiva-
tion of CS + /US memory, which will increase the CS + /CS- difference
in neural activation and behavioral rating data. 

3) We assume that extinction processes can be repeated across time and
site setting. Therefore, a well conducted paradigm will elicit compa-
rable neural processes when applied twice, in spite of familiarity
of procedures, context and task in a repeated measurement. This
requirement is very important in light of investigations comparing
patients before and after exposure-based CBT. Complementarily, we
test whether this paradigm can be used in multicentric settings in
which data are merged across sites by showing that our paradigm
is standardized and robust enough to not produce systematic differ-
ences between sites. 

. Methods 

The current study is part of the national research consortium “Pro-
iding Tools for Effective Care and Treatment of Anxiety Disorders ”
PROTECT ‐AD) funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education
nd Research (BMBF) in the context of the “Research Net for Mental Ill-
esses ” ( “Forschungsnetz psychische Erkrankungen ”). Using a multicen-
er randomized controlled trial accompanied by psycho-physiological,
eural and (epi-)genetic add ‐on projects, the consortium aims to test
or the critical role of extinction learning during exposure ‐based CBT
 Heinig et al., 2017 ). 

.1. Participants 

Quality controlled data-sets of n = 100 healthy subjects (46 women;
ge = 33.1 ± 10.7 years; higher school education n = 75, intermediate
 = 22, lower n = 3) from six sites in Germany with no histories of med-
cal or mental illnesses were included. Information about the quality
ontrol process is given in the Supplementary Methods 1.1 and Sup-
lementary Fig. S1. All included subjects had normal or corrected to
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ormal visual acuity and were totally naive to the experiment before-
and. Written informed consent was obtained prior to the participation
n the study and the study protocol was approved by the respective local
thics committee according to the Declaration of Helsinki. 

.2. Paradigm 

The experimental procedure is closely based on a protocol described
n detail by Hollandt et al. (2020) tailoring the procedures of exposure
herapy. A major experimental optimization is the 24 h consolidation
hase between fear acquisition and extinction training. Since exposure
herapy targets long-lasting and well-consolidated fear memories with
 significant delay between fear acquisition and extinction processes in
herapy, PROTECT-AD used this delayed extinction paradigm to inves-
igate the mechanisms of extinction training more accurately. Addition-
lly, to make sure that each participant indeed acquired a robust fear re-
ponse that is supposed to be inhibited by extinction training, PROTECT-
D uses instructed fear acquisition training. In short (see Supplementary
ethods 1.2–1.3 for more details), participants underwent a two ‐day ex-

erimental differential fear acquisition and delayed extinction training
rotocol. Day 1 started with a pre-conditioning phase (both CSs were
resented twice without any US presentation). During a subsequent fear
cquisition training, one of two neutral facial stimuli (CS + ; assignment
as counterbalanced between subjects) embedded in either blue or yel-

ow background color co-terminated with an aversive electric US during
ix of 10 presentations (pseudo-randomized order, 60% reinforcement
ate) while the other stimulus (CS ̠) was never paired with the US dur-
ng another 10 presentations. Electric stimulation was applied by an
lectrode attached to the inside of the non-dominant forearm. Immedi-
tely before the fear acquisition training, the US intensity was individu-
lly calibrated using a standardized shock work-up procedure ( Heitland
t al., 2013 ) to find the intensity that was rated as "highly aversive but
ot painful". The subjects were instructed about CS + /US contingency
but not the reinforcement rate) prior to the acquisition training. The
ear acquisition training took place in an experimental room outside
he MRI scanner. Startle blink magnitudes and skin conductance rates
SCR) were assessed on day 1 to check for successful multi-modal acqui-
ition of conditioned fear (Supplementary Methods 1.3 and Supplemen-
ary Results 2.1). On day 2, on average 24 h after acquisition training,
ninstructed extinction training was conducted during fMRI, using the
ame visual stimuli as CS as on day 1. The US-electrode was attached
t the same position as during the previous day and the US intensity
as kept the same with an instruction that US-presentation might be
ossible again. The extinction training started with one re ‐acquisition
rial (one CS + followed by the US), followed by an extinction train-
ng during which both stimuli were presented again 2 × 10 times (first
nd second extinction phase; Ex1, Ex2) without any US presentation.
fter that, a reinstatement (RI) of the US comprising the presentation
f three USs without any CS presentation during black screen was ap-
lied, followed by another 10 presentations for each CS (reinstatement
est phase; RIT). During pre-conditioning, fear acquisition, extinction,
nd reinstatement test, participants were asked to rate US-expectancy,
rousal and valence respectively. For the probability estimate of the oc-
urrence of the US during the next trial, a small picture of the upcoming
S informed about the next stimulus to be presented ( “Now this picture

s following ”), accompanied by a request to rate by using the computer
ouse (lab, day 1) or keypad (MRI, day 2). On day 1, the US-expectancy

atings preceded every single CS presentation and were conducted on a
isual analogue scale (0–100%). US-ratings on day 2 were conducted
t six times only in the MRI environment on a 10%-stepped scale: Pre
nd post re-acquisition, post Ex1, post Ex2, post RI, and post RIT. Rat-
ngs of valence and arousal on day 2 were also conducted at six times
n the MRI environment on a 10%-stepped scale: Post re-acquisition,
re Ex1, post Ex1, post Ex2, post RI, and post RIT. Since arousal and
alence ratings were always given after presentation of the CS ( “How
roused/comfortable did you feel during the presentation of the pre-
3 
ious picture? ”), the Pre Ex1 rating was given after the first of the ten
resentations of the CS during Ex1 (for visualization compare Fig. 1 ). Af-
er presentation of the stimuli, requests to rate valence (very bad – very
ood) and arousal (not agitated at all – very agitated), according to the
resented stimulus, were given. Further details about the procedure can
e found in the Supplementary Methods 1.2. The whole experimental
rotocol (t1) was repeated after an interval of an average of 13 weeks
second measurement: t2), using two different visual stimuli as CSs to
void re ‐acquisition. 

.3. MRI data acquisition 

Comparable to the methods described in Hollandt et al. (2020) ,
ime courses of subjects’ brain activity were acquired using 3-Tesla MR
canners (3x Siemens TrioTim, 1x Siemens Verio, 1x Siemens Prisma,
x Siemens Skyra, Erlangen) equipped with a 12 channel head ma-
rix receive coils. Data quality assurance was guaranteed by harmo-
ized scanner sequences, trained personal, frequent site visits, tele-
hone conferences, and fast online data quality checks with direct feed-
ack to each center (for more information see Supplementary Methods
.1). Functional images were obtained using a T 2 -weighted gradient-
cho echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive for the BOLD con-
rast (TE = 30 ms, TR = 2000 ms, flip angle 90°, matrix size 64 × 64
oxels, voxel size 3.6 × 3.6 × 4.0 mm, slice thickness 4.0 mm, inter-
lice gap 0.4 mm, field of view (FOV) = 230 mm, 33 slices, ascending
hase encoding direction; due to limitations in technical coordination, a
E = 29 ms had to be used at the Siemens Prisma and at the Siemens Ve-
io 31 slices were recorded). Slices were positioned trans-axially parallel
o the intercommissural (AC-PC) plane and tilted 20° to reduce magnetic
usceptibility artifacts in prefrontal areas. In total, 590 volumes were
ollected. In addition, a high-resolution structural image was acquired
or each subject using a three-dimensional T 1 -weighted magnetization-
repared rapid gradient-echo (3D MPRAGE) sequence in sagittal plane
TE = 2.26 ms, TR = 1900 ms, inversion time (TI) = 900 ms, flip angle
°, matrix size 256 × 256 voxels, voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm, slice thick-
ess 1.0 mm, FOV = 256 mm, 176 slices; these settings were used in all
enters). Total scanning time for the extinction paradigm was 19 min
nd 4:30 min for the structural scan. 

.4. Data analysis 

.4.1. Behavioral data 

Behavioral data comprised subjective ratings about US-expectancy,
rousal and valence. Statistical data analyses were performed using IBM
PSS v.25 for Linux. 

Recall of CS ± /US-memories: As manipulation, check we used
epeated-measures ANOVAs with Stimulus (CS + , CS-) and Time (pre re-
cquisition, post re-acquisition) as within-subject factors respectively. 

Extinction training effects: To investigate effects of extinction training,
e used repeated-measures ANOVAs with Stimulus (CS + , CS-) and Time

post re-acquisition/pre Ex1 vs. post Ex1 vs. post Ex2 phase; post RI vs.
ost RIT) as within-subject factors. 

Reinstatement effects: For the examination of reinstatement, we used
epeated-measures ANOVAs with Stimulus (CS + , CS-) and Time (post
x2 vs. post RI) as within-subject factors. 

Effects of measurement point: We assessed the consistency of CS + >

S-/US-expectancy at pre re-acquisition, post re-acquisition, post Ex1,
ost Ex2, post RI and post RIT using repeated-measures ANOVAs with
easurement (t1, t2) as within-subjects factor. We tested the consis-

ency of CS + > CS- arousal and valence at pre Ex1, post Ex1, post Ex2,
ost RI and post RIT using repeated-measures ANOVAs with Measure-
ent (t1, t2) as within-subjects factor. 

Effects of site as a covariate: To investigate effects of site we included
site ” as a covariate in all ANOVA analyses of CS + /US recall, extinc-
ion training effects and reinstatement effects to evaluate, if there were
ignificant interactions. 
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Fig. 1. Changes in subjective ratings of CS + 
and CS- during extinction training during t1 
and t2 for: ( A) US-expectancy ( B) arousal, and 
( C) valence. Re -acquisition: One initial pairing 
of CS + and US (same intensity as during ac- 
quisition training during day 1 confirming con- 
tingency. ∗ Since arousal and valence ratings 
were always given after presentation of the CS 
( “How aroused/comfortable did you feel dur- 
ing the presentation of the previous picture? ”), 
the Pre Ex1 rating was given after the first of 
the ten presentations of the CS during Ex1. 
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Basic comparisons at sites: For the investigation of effects at each site,
e used repeated-measures ANOVAs with Stimulus (CS + , CS-) as within-

ubject factor for the comparison CS + > CS- post re-acquisition in US-
xpectancy separately for each site. Additionally, we used repeated-
easures ANOVAs with Stimulus (CS + ) as within-subject factor for the

omparison post re-acquisition vs. post Ex1 vs. post Ex2. In arousal and
alence, we used repeated-measures ANOVAs with Stimulus (CS + , CS-)
s within-subject factor for the comparison CS + > CS- pre Ex1 separately
or each site, as well as repeated-measures ANOVAs with Stimulus (CS + )
s within-subject factor for the comparison pre Ex1 vs. post Ex1 vs. post
x2. 

Exploration of the reliability of behavioral data: 
a  

4 
To investigate the test-retest-reliability of the behavioral data, we
xplored Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICCs) by means of IBM SPSS
tatistics v.25 for Linux. For each domain of interest, a one-way random
ffects model with single measures (ICC (1,1)) was performed. 

Recall of CS/US-memories: We analyzed the test-retest-reliability of
he CS + /US-expectancy at post re-acquisition and the test-retest-
eliability of the CS + > CS- difference at post re-acquisition. Addition-
lly, the test-retest-reliability of the CS + /arousal and CS + /valence at
ost re-acquisition and the test-retest-reliability of the CS + > CS- differ-
nce in arousal and valence at pre Ex1 was studied. 

Extinction training effects: We analyzed the test-retest-reliability of
he CS + extinction training effect in US-expectancy from post re-
cquisition over post Ex1 to post Ex2 and the test-retest-reliability of
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xtinction training effect of the CS + > CS- difference from post re-
cquisition over post Ex1 to post Ex2. We analyzed the test-retest-
eliability of the CS + extinction training effect in arousal and valence
rom post re-acquisition over pre Ex1 and post Ex1 to post Ex2 and
he test-retest-reliability of extinction training effect in arousal and va-
ence of the CS + > CS- difference from pre Ex1 over post Ex1 to post
x2. 

Reinstatement: We analyzed the test-retest-reliability of the CS + > CS-
ifference post Ex2 and post RI separately, as well as the difference post
x2 vs. post RI in the CS + > CS- difference for US-expectancy, arousal
nd valence. 

.4.2. fMRI data 

Functional MRI data were preprocessed and analyzed us-
ng the SPM12b software package (Statistical Parametric Map-
ing, Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, London, UK;
ttp://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk ), based on Matlab R2009b (version
.9.0; MathWorks). After discarding the first five volumes to minimize
1-saturation effects, all images were high-pass filtered (cut-off period
28 s), co-registered to the anatomical T1 images, spatially realigned
nd normalized into the MNI space using the MNI template (resulting
oxel size 2 × 2 × 2 mm 

3 ). Spatial smoothing followed an iterative
pproach recommended for multi-center studies ( Friedman et al.,
006 ) with a target kernel of 8 mm isotropic Gaussian filter. As
terative smoothing procedures take differences in intrinsic smoothness
 Friston et al., 1994 ) of the data into account, it might reduce variance
nduced by smoothness even in context of a single center study. 

Statistical whole-brain analysis was performed in a two-level, mixed-
ffects procedure. Voxel-wise BOLD activity in our event-related de-
ign was modeled by means of a single subject first-level General Lin-
ar Model (GLM) comprising the onsets of the US, rating phases and
S + /CS- for each experimental phase (10 trials for each stimulus type

n each experimental phase) respectively, resulting in eight experimen-
al regressors, convolved with the HRF. The six realignment parameters
ere additionally included as nuisance covariates to account for resid-
al motion artifacts. The hemodynamic response was modeled by the
anonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Parameter estimate
 𝛽-) images for the HRF were calculated for each condition and each
ubject. Parameter estimates for the twelve relevant conditions (CS +
nd CS- for each block [Ex1, Ex2, RIT] respectively for measurement
oint t1 and t2) were then entered into a within-subject flexible facto-
ial analysis. Site was added as a covariate. Data from both measurement
oints (t1 + t2) and all sites were integrated in one 2nd-level-analysis
o enable investigation of time-dependent and time-independent effects.
or further site-specific analyses, additional 2nd-level-analyses for each
ndividual site were performed. 

A Monte Carlo simulation ( Slotnik, 2017 ) at threshold p < .005 (un-
orr.) with a minimum cluster size of 175 contiguous voxels was used
o correct for multiple comparisons at p < .05 for all contrasts. Addi-
ional family-wise error (FWE) correction for each peak and cluster as
alculated by SPM will be provided in all tables. 

Contrasts of interest 

Extinction training effects: Extinction training effects regarding the re-
uction of the conditioned response (CS + > CS- difference) from Ex1 to
x2 (two-way interaction of CS-type [CS + > CS-] X Block [Ex1 > Ex2])
nd correspondingly, extinction training effects regarding the changes
n BOLD suppression on CS + (CS- > CS + difference) from Ex1 to Ex2
two-way interaction of CS-type [CS + < CS-] X Block [Ex1 > Ex2]) were
nvestigated each by a T -contrast. Both measurement points were com-
ined to increase statistical power. 

Effects of measurement point : Potential differential effects of the mea-
urement point on extinction training effects were investigated using
hree-way interaction analyses ( F -contrasts): Measurement (t1, t2) X CS-
ype (CS + , CS-) X Block (Ex1, Ex2) and Measurement (t1, t2) X CS-type
CS + , CS-) X Block (Ex2, RIT). Additional conjunction analyses (mini-
5 
um t statistic, conjunction null) on the consistency of the t1 and t2
MRI data were applied in the respective contrasts CS + > CS- as well as
S- > CS + during Ex1. 

Effects of site as a covariate: F -contrast of interest regarding the over-
ll effects of site was operationalized by exploring the combined effects
f regressors put on the “site ” covariates against implicit baseline. 

Basic comparisons at site: T -contrasts of interest for each individual
ite were (CS + > CS-) and (CS- > CS + ) during Ex1, respectively. Both
easurement points were combined to increase statistical power. 

Reinstatement effect in fMRI data 

Effects regarding the activation changes between Ex2 and RIT were
alculated by T -contrasts in both directions: ([CS + > CS-] X [Ex2 vs.
IT]) and ([CS- > CS + ] X [Ex2 vs. RIT]). Both measurement points were
ombined to increase statistical power. 

To explore specific effects of the reinstatement between the end of
x2 and the beginning of RIT, we modeled this part of the experiment
n a separate analysis. Knowing that reinstatement effects in healthy
ubjects are small and of short duration ( Haaker et al., 2014 ), a single
ubject first-level GLM was conducted comprising the onsets of the US,
ating phases and respectively only five CS + /CS- stimuli of the late half
f Ex2 and the early half of RIT, resulting in six experimental regres-
ors plus the six realignment parameters. Parameter estimates for the
ight relevant conditions (CS + and CS- for each half block of the Ex2
nd RIT respectively for t1 and t2) were then entered as within-subject
onditions in a flexible factorial analysis. Site was added as a covariate.
 -Contrast of interest was the interaction of CS-type X pre/post rein-
tatement. Again, both measurement points were combined to increase
tatistical power. 

Exploration of the reliability of fMRI data 

To get a general idea of the test-retest-reliability of the fMRI data,
e explored Intraclass Correlation Coefficients (ICCs) by means of IBM
PSS Statistics v.25 for Linux on extracted eigenvariates from the 2nd-
evel. To avoid confounds with measurement point as within-subject
actor, we conducted two separate analyses including only t1-data and
nly t2-data without any covariates, respectively. We built the contrast
S + > CS- during Ex1. From the CS + > CS- contrast in Ex1, we then
xtracted eigenvariates from clusters activated in this contrast in those
egions that also reflected relevant CS + > CS- difference reduction in the
revious analysis of extinction training effects (see 3.3.2 “Exploration
f the reliability of fMRI data ” for details on these ROIs). Eigenvariates
ere extracted over all conditions (CS + and CS- for each block [Ex1,
x2, RIT]), respectively from the t1-data and t2-data 2nd-level analysis.
…] ”

To correct for effects of site, regression analyses for all extracted
alues were performed, predicting eigenvariates by site. Standardized
redicted values and residuals were saved. All ICC calculations were
ased on the residual values not explained by site. For each region and
ach domain of interest a one-way random effects model with single
easures (ICC (1,1)) was performed. 

Recall of CS/US-memories: We analyzed the test-retest-reliability of
he CS + during Ex1 and the test-retest-reliability of the CS + > CS- dif-
erence during Ex1. 

Extinction training effects: We analyzed the test-retest-reliability of
he CS + extinction training effect (Ex1 > Ex2) and the test-retest-
eliability of extinction training effect of the CS + > CS- difference (Ex1
 Ex2). 

Reinstatement effect: We analyzed the test-retest-reliability of the CS +
 CS- difference each separately for pre and post reinstatement as well
s the test-retest-reliability of the interaction pre vs. post reinstatement
n the CS + > CS- difference. 

Exploration of correlations between fMRI and behavioral data: To ex- 
lore the association between neural activation changes and changes in
ubjective ratings, we calculated bivariate Pearson correlations in IBM
PSS Statistics v.25 for Linux between the extracted eigenvariates from
lusters with significant activation and the rating data. 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk
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. Results 

Fig. 1 provides a visualization of US-expectancy (A), arousal (B) and
alence (C) ratings during extinction training (day 2). To provide evi-
ence for successful fear acquisition on day 1 we also report results from
ubjective ratings, skin conductance response (SCR) and startle reaction
rom fear acquisition training (Supplementary Results 2.1 and Supple-
entary Fig. S2), and analyzed the recall of the conditioned response

nd the effect of re-acquisition before extinction training (Supplemen-
ary Results 2.2–2.3). As additional manipulation check in fMRI data,
e also analyzed the main effects (CS + > CS-) and (CS- > CS + ) during
x1 at t1 and t2 respectively (Supplementary Table S1). 

.1. Extinction training effects 

.1.1. Behavioral data 

US-expectancy: A decrease in CS + > CS- differentiation was re-
ected in a Time X Stimulus interaction from post re-acquisition to
ost Ex2 ((re-acquisition > post Ex1 > post Ex2) x (CS + > CS-); at
1: F (2,98) = 15.68, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.14; at t2: F (2,98) = 19.06, p <
001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.16). From post re-acquisition to post Ex2, the CS + /US-
xpectancy decreased ((re-acquisition > post Ex1 > post Ex2) x CS + ; at
1: F (2,98) = 43.36, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.31; at t2: F (2,98) = 48.62, p <
001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.33; Fig. 1 A). 
Arousal: The CS + related arousal decreased from pre Ex1 to post Ex2

(pre Ex1 > post Ex1 > post Ex2) x CS + ; at t1: F (2,98) = 26.45, p < .001,

p 
2 = 0.21; at t2: F (2,98) = 9.36, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.09; Fig. 1 B). 
Valence: The CS + related negative valence reduced only at t2 from

re Ex1 to post Ex2 ((pre Ex1 > post Ex1 > post Ex2) x CS + at t2:
(2,98) = 4.26, p = .02, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.04), while there was no significant reduc-
ion at t1 ((pre Ex1 > post Ex1 > post Ex2) x CS + at t1: F(2,98) = 1.20,
 = .30, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.01). At the very end of the experiment, valence ratings
ere still significantly lower for CS + compared to CS- (post RIT x (CS + >

S-); at t1: F (1,98) = 14.77, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.13; at t2: F (1,98) = 22.48,

 < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.19; Fig. 1 C). 

.1.2. fMRI 

Across both measurement points (t1 + t2), we found extinction train-
ng effects from first to second extinction phase (Ex1 vs. Ex2) regarding
he decreasing CS + > CS- difference (mainly driven by an activation
ecrease corresponding to the CS + ) in the insular cortex and parietal
perculum with supramarginal gyrus as well as in the middle cingulate
ortex ((Ex1 > Ex2) x (CS + > CS-), Table 1 A, Fig. 2 ). 

Regarding the CS- > CS + difference (mainly driven by an activation
ncrease corresponding to the CS + ), we found activation in a cluster
f the left precuneus extending to the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC)
(Ex1 > Ex2) x (CS- > CS + ), Table 1 B, Fig. 3 ). 

Activation change (Ex1 > Ex2 for CS + > CS-) in the bilateral insula
nd middle cingulate cortex was correlated with change in valence rat-
ngs (pre Ex1 > post Ex1 > post Ex2 for CS + > CS-): right insula r = 0.36,
 < .001 ( Fig. 2 ); left insula r = 0.32, p = .001; cingulate cortex r = 0.24,
 = .018. No correlation was found with changes in US-expectancy and
rousal ratings. 

.2. Reinstatement effects 

.2.1. Behavioral data 

US-expectancy : A reinstatement effect in CS + /CS- differentiation was
bserved only during t1 in a Time X Stimulus interaction from post Ex2
o post RI ((post Ex2 > post RI) x (CS + > CS-), at t1: F (1,98) = 10.69,
 = .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.10; at t2: F (1,98) = 0.78, p = .38, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.01). The rein-

tatement led to an increased CS + /US-expectancy ((post Ex2 > post RI)
 CS + at t1: F (1,98) = 18.49, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.16; at t2: F (1,98) = 6.71,
 = .011, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.06) which then decreased again after RIT ((post RI
 post RIT) x CS + at, t1: F (1,98) = 46.64, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.32; at t2:
 (1,98) = 39.81, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.29). At the end of the experiment, the
6 
S + /US-expectancy as well as the CS-/US-expectancy were still higher
han 0 and a CS + > CS- differentiation regarding US-expectancy was
till present (post RIT x (CS + > CS-), at t1: F (1,98) = 69.77, p < .001,

p 
2 = 0.42; at t2: F (1,98) = 93.74, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.49; Fig. 1 A). 
Arousal : After the reinstatement, the CS + related arousal increased

gain ((post Ex2 > post RI) x CS + , at t1: F (1,98) = 19.84, p < .001,

p 
2 = 0.17; at t2: F (1,98) = 4.06, p = .05, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.04) and decreased
uring RIT ((post RI > post RIT) x CS + , at t1: F (1,98) = 48.45, p < .001,

p 
2 = 0.33; at t2: F (1,98) = 27.60, p < .001, 𝜂p 

2 = 0.22). At the very end
f the experiment arousal was still rated significantly higher for CS +
ompared to CS- (post RIT x (CS + > CS-), at t1: F (1,98) = 44.61, p <
001, 𝜂p 

2 = 09.31; at t2: F (1,98) = 60.75, p < .001, 𝜂p 
2 = 0.38; Fig. 1 B).

Valence: There were no significant changes in valence ratings. 

.2.2. fMRI 

Between the second extinction phase and the reinstatement test
hase, effects in a decrease in CS + > CS- difference were found in the
nterior insular and anterior cingulate cortex ((Ex2 > RIT) > (CS + >

S-), Table 1 C, Fig. 4 ). 
An increase in activation towards CS + was found in the CS- > CS +

ifference contrast predominately in the bilateral pre- and postcentral
yrus, occipital areas and cerebellum, as well as in the left hippocampus
(Ex2 > RIT) > (CS- > CS + ), Table 1 D, Fig. 5 )". 

In the additional analysis with only the late half of Ex2 and early
alf of RIT (5-trials each), no sig. results on our corrected threshold
ere found. However, anticipating small effects, we decided to explore

his contrast at threshold p < .005 (uncorr.) with no minimum cluster
ize. On the uncorrected level however, we found the following: Across
oth measurement points (t1 + t2) we found a reinstatement effect in an
nteraction of CS-type X pre/post reinstatement in a cluster of the ACC
(pre RI vs post RI) x (CS + vs. CS-), voxel size: 109; x = 0; y = 40; z = 10;
 = 16.60; FWE-corrected p peak level = 0.605; p uncorrected < 0.001, thresh-
ld p < .005). Before the reinstatement, BOLD-activation in this cluster
as higher during CS- presentation than during CS + . After the reinstate-
ent, this differentiation showed the opposite pattern (Supplementary

ig. S3). 
Activation change (pre reinstatement vs. post reinstatement for CS +

s. CS-) in the ACC was correlated with change in US-expectancy rat-
ngs (pre reinstatement vs. post reinstatement for CS + > CS-): r = 0.25,
 = .013. No correlation was found with changes in arousal and valence
atings. 

.3. Stability of paradigm 

.3.1. Stability of behavioral data 

Effects of time 

The US-expectancy, arousal and valence rating data showed the same
attern of CS + > CS- differences (Supplementary Table S2) at both mea-
urement points (t1, t2). 

Effects of site as a covariate 

In neither analysis of CS + /US recall (see Supplementary Results)
or extinction training effects (see 3.1.1) and reinstatement effects (see
.2.1) regarding US-expectancy, arousal and valence, was there any sig-
ificant interaction with the “site ” covariate to be found. 

Basic comparisons at sites 

CS ± ≥ CS- At all sites respectively and across both measurement
oints (t1 + t2), a significant CS + > CS- difference after re-acquisition
n US-expectancy and at pre Ex1 in arousal and valence was found (Sup-
lementary Table S3). 

CS ± extinction: At five of six sites a significant decrease in CS + /US-
xpectancy from the re-acquisition over post Ex1 to post Ex2 was found
cross both measurement points (t1 + t2). At three of six sites, a sig-
ificant decrease in CS + /arousal from the re-acquisition over pre Ex1
nd post Ex1 to post Ex2 was found across both measurement points
t1 + t2). At none of the six sites, a significant decrease in CS + /valence
as found (Supplementary Table S3). 
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Fig. 2. Activation difference CS + > CS- form first (Ex1) to second (Ex2) extinction phase. Correlation of activation change in the right insula (pre Ex1 > post Ex2 
for CS + CS-) with the change in valence ratings (pre Ex1 > post Ex2 for CS + CS-). All contrasts were calculated across both measurement points and assessed at p < 
.005 uncorrected with a cluster threshold of k = 175 (see Table 1 ). 
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Exploration of the reliability of behavioral data: 

Recall of CS/US-memories: 

CS ± /US-expectancy: The test-retest-analysis revealed fair reliability
f both the CS + /US-expectancy at post re-acquisition was ( ICC = 0.51,
 (98,99) = 3.11, p < .001) and the CS + > CS- difference in CS + /US-
xpectancy at post re-acquisition ( ICC = 0.49, F (98,99) = 2.88, p < .001).

Arousal: We found fair reliability for the CS + /arousal at post re-
cquisition ( ICC = 0.53, F (98,99) = 3.22, p < .001) as well as for the
S + > CS- difference in arousal at pre Ex1 ( ICC = 0.42, F (98,99) = 2.42,
 < .001). 

Valence: For CS + /valence at post re-acquisition, the reliability was
air ( ICC = 0.49, F (98,99) = 2.92, p < .001). There was no significant
7 
est-retest-reliability of the CS + > CS- difference in valence at pre Ex1
 ICC = 0.02, F (98,99) = 1.04, p = .42). 

Extinction training effects: 

CS ± /US-expectancy : For the CS + extinction training effects in
S + /US-expectancy effect from post re-acquisition over post Ex1 to post
x2 ( ICC = 0.66, F (98,99) = 4.91, p < .001), as well as for the extinction
raining effect of the CS + > CS- difference from post re-acquisition over
ost Ex1 to post Ex2, the test-retest-reliability was good ( ICC = 0.64,
 (98,99) = 4.62, p < .001). 

Arousal: For the CS + extinction training effects in arousal from post
e-acquisition over pre Ex1 and post Ex1 to post Ex2, the test-retest-
eliability was good ( ICC = 0.63, F (98,99) = 4.37, p < .001). For the
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Fig. 3. Activation difference CS- > CS + form first (Ex1) to second (Ex2) extinction phase. All contrasts were calculated across both measurement points and assessed 
at p < .005 uncorrected with a cluster threshold of k = 175 (see Table 1 ). 

Fig. 4. Activation difference CS + > CS- form second extinction phase (Ex2) to post-reinstatement phase. All contrasts were calculated across both measurement 
points and assessed at p < .005 uncorrected with a cluster threshold of k = 175 (see Table 1 ). 
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Table 1 

Extinction effects from the first to the second extinction phase and from the second extinction phase to the post-reinstatement phase, respectively, 
across both measurement points. All contrasts were assessed at p < .005 uncorrected with a cluster threshold of k = 175. 

Contrast/Region hemisphere no. voxels MNI coordinates peak P-value FWE-corrected 
x y z t peak cluster 

A) t1 ± t2: Ex1 (CS ± ≥ CS-) vs. Ex2 (CS ± ≥ CS-) 

Postcentral gyrus + supramarginal gyrus + parietal operculum L 647 − 64 − 22 26 4.93 .014 .009 

Parietal operculum + supramarginal gyrus R 901 44 − 24 26 4.31 .170 .001 

Central operculum + anterior insula L 523 − 46 6 10 4.03 .404 .025 

Middle cingulate gyrus R 1,838 4 12 32 3.97 .472 < 0.001 

Postcentral gyrus R 351 26 − 38 70 3.89 .566 .118 

Cerebellum L 424 − 2 − 60 − 24 3.88 .574 .060 

Central operculum + anterior insula R 228 48 2 4 3.70 .784 .377 

B) t1 ± t2: Ex1 (CS- ≥ CS ± ) vs. Ex2 (CS ± ≥ CS-) 

Precuneus + posterior cingulate cortex L 451 − 6 − 52 32 3.79 .683 .047 

C) t1 ± t2: Ex2 (CS ± ≥ CS-) vs. RIT (CS ± ≥ CS-) 

Anterior cingulate gyrus R 507 8 36 18 4.67 .044 .029 

Anterior insula R 312 30 22 − 10 4.61 .056 .171 

D) t1 ± t2: Ex2 (CS- ≥ CS ± ) vs. RIT (CS ± ≥ CS-) 

Pre- + postcentral gyrus L 14,566 12 − 36 64 6.41 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Occipital gyrus L 4,388 22 − 76 34 4.77 .028 < 0.001 

Cerebellum L 175 − 12 − 60 − 36 3.80 .681 .593 

Hippocampus + parahippocampal gyrus + fusiform gyrus L 283 − 26 − 32 − 12 3.65 .834 .226 

Inferior + middle frontal gyrus R 177 48 32 10 3.58 .893 .584 

Abbreviations: CS + : conditioned stimulus that is followed by the unconditioned stimulus (US) with a reinforcement rate of 60% (only unpaired 
CS + were included); CS-: conditioned stimulus that is never followed by an US; L: left; R: right; no. voxel: number of voxels per cluster; x, y, z: MNI 
coordinates. 
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xtinction training effect of the CS + > CS- difference from pre Ex1
ver post Ex1 to post Ex2 test-retest-reliability was fair ( ICC = 0.43,
 (98,99) = 2.49, p < .001). 

Valence: The test-retest-reliability of the CS + extinction training ef-
ects in valence effect from post re-acquisition over pre Ex1 and post
x1 to post Ex2, was fair ( ICC = 0.56, F (98,99) = 3.55, p < .001), but
he test-retest-reliability of extinction training effect of the CS + > CS-
ifference from pre Ex1 over post Ex1 to post Ex2 was low ( ICC = 0.25,
 (98,99) = 1.66, p = .006). 

Reinstatement: 

US-expectancy: The test-retest-reliability of the CS + > CS- difference
re reinstatement was good ( ICC = 0.67, F (98,99) = 5.14, p < .001) and
ost reinstatement was fair ( ICC = 0.52, F (98,99) = 3.19, p < .001). For
he difference pre vs. post reinstatement in the CS + > CS- difference,
he reliability was low ( ICC = 0.22, F (98,99) = 1.58, p = .012). 

Arousal: The test-retest-reliability of the CS + > CS- difference pre
einstatement ( ICC = 0.53, F (98,99) = 3.24, p < .001) and post rein-
tatement was fair ( ICC = 0.55, F (98,99) = 3.47, p < .001). For the
ifference pre vs. post reinstatement in the CS + > CS- difference, the
eliability was low ( ICC = 0.19, F (98,99) = 1.46, p = .031). 

Valence: For the CS + > CS- difference pre reinstatement ( ICC = 0.39,
 (98,99) = 2.28, p < .001), as well as post reinstatement, the test-retest-
eliability was low ( ICC = 0.34, F (98,99) = 2.03, p < .001). There was
o significant ICC for the difference pre vs. post reinstatement in the
S + > CS- difference ( ICC = − 0.03, F (98,99) = 0.94, p = .62). 

.3.2. Stability of fMRI data 

Effects of time 

The three-way interactions of CS type (CS + , CS-) X time (Ex1, Ex2)
 measurement point (t1, t2) and CS type X time (Ex2, RIT) X measure-
ent point revealed no significant effects (threshold p < .005; k = 175),

uggesting similar BOLD activation patterns due to extinction training
nd reinstatement between t1 and t2. 

We further evaluated the consistency of the t1 and t2 fMRI data by
nalyzing the conjunction (minimum t-statistics, conjunction null) of
he respective differential effects CS + > CS- during Ex1 showing high
onsistency in insular, cingulate and supramarginal activation and CS-
9 
 CS + during Ex1 showing high consistency in the precuneus with pos-
erior cingulate cortex, the medial frontal gyrus with gyrus rectus in-
luding the area of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, angular gyrus
nd hippocampal areas (Supplementary Table S4, Supplementary Figs.
4 + S5). 

Effects of site as a covariate 

Differences in neural activation due to the different sites were found
redominately in occipital areas as well as in the cerebellum, thalamus
nd basal ganglia ( Fig. 6 ). Detailed information can be found in Table 2 .
ince there seemed to be some overlap in activity with the CS- > CS +
xtinction effects from Ex2 to RIT, we explored the potential influence
f site effects on findings from Ex2 to reinstatement in a conjunction
nalysis (minimum t statistic, conjunction null). We found an overlap of
ite effects with the (CS- > CS + ) x (Ex2 > RIT) contrast related activity
n a cluster of the occipital cortex ( k = 216, MNI-coordinates x = 26;
 = − 80; z = 28, t = 3.79, p peak level = 0.688 FWE-corrected, assessed at
 < .005 uncorrected and a cluster threshold of k = 175). 

Basic comparisons at sites 

Detailed information can be found in the Supplementary Tables S5–
0. Across both measurement points (t1 + t2), activation differences
etween the learned threat and safety signal (CS + > CS- and CS- > CS + )
uring the first extinction phase were assessed for each site individually.
t every site, CS + > CS- differences were found in the anterior insular
ortex, middle cingulate cortex and supramarginal gyrus, whereas CS- >
S + differences were found in the medial frontal cortex and gyrus rectus

ncluding the area of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, hippocampal
reas and precuneus with posterior cingulate cortex (Supplementary Fig.
6 + S7). 

Additional conjunction analyses (minimum t-statistics, conjunction
ull) between all six centers revealed shared activation in the bilat-
ral insula/frontal operculum (right cluster: k = 415, MNI-coordinates
 = 34; y = 28; z = 2, t = 4.74, p peak level = 0.039 FWE-corrected; left
luster: k = 500, MNI-coordinates x = − 30; y = 28; z = 2, t = 4.74,
 peak level = 0.321 FWE-corrected; assessed at p < .005 uncorrected and a
luster threshold of k = 175) for the contrast CS + > CS- during the first
xtinction phase across both measurement points (t1 + t2). No conjoint
ctivation above cluster threshold was found for the opposite contrast
S- > CS + during the first extinction phase. 
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Fig. 5. Activation difference CS- > CS + from second extinction phase (Ex2) to post-reinstatement phase. All contrasts were calculated across both measurement 
points and assessed at p < .005 uncorrected with a cluster threshold of k = 175 (see Table 1 ). 

Fig. 6. Differences in neural activation due to 
the different centers. Effects across the whole 
experiment. All contrasts were assessed at p < 
.005 uncorrected with a cluster threshold of 
k = 175 (see Table 2 ). 

Table 2 

Differences in neural activation due to the different centers. Effects across the whole experiment. All contrasts were assessed at p < .005 uncorrected and a 
cluster threshold of k = 175. 

Region hemisphere no. voxels MNI coordinates peak P-value FWE-corrected 
x y z F peak cluster 

Occipital gyrus + occipital pole R 3,191 28 − 94 6 106.58 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Lingual gyrus + calcarine cortex R 1,541 6 − 78 0 87.16 < 0.001 < 0.001 

Superior occipital + Cuneus + superior occipital gyrus + occipital pole L 466 − 16 − 94 20 71.24 < 0.001 .015 

Cerebellum L 309 − 16 − 76 − 22 37.55 < 0.001 .090 

Cerebellum + occipital fusiform gyrus R 755 38 − 70 − 24 3.02 .002 .001 

Fusiform gyrus L 265 − 34 − 56 − 8 27.05 .008 .153 

Caudate R 297 20 16 12 15.15 .809 .104 

Abbreviations: CS + : conditioned stimulus that is followed by the unconditioned stimulus (US) with a reinforcement rate of 60% (only unpaired CS + were 
included); CS-: conditioned stimulus that is never followed by an US; L: left; R: right; no. voxel: number of voxels per cluster; x, y, z: MNI coordinates. 

10 
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Exploration of the reliability of fMRI data: 

According to the results in the analysis of extinction training effects,
he eigenvariates from a 5 mm radius sphere around the peak voxel at
he right insula (MNI-coordinates: x = 34; y = 24; z = 4), left insula
MNI-coordinates: x = − 30; y = 20; z = 8) and cingulate cortex (MNI-
oordinates: x = 4; y = 38; z = 38) were extracted. 

Recall of CS/US-memories: In the analysis of the test-retest-reliability
f the CS + during Ex1, we found fair ICC-values for the right insula
 ICC = 0.54, F (99,100) = 3.31, p < .001), left insula ( ICC = 0.57,
 (99,100) = 3.66, p < .001) and middle cingulate cortex ( ICC = 0.40,
 (99,100) = 2.35, p < .001). In the analysis of the test-retest-reliability
f the CS + > CS- difference during Ex1, we found fair ICC-values for the
ight insula ( ICC = 0.44, F (99,100) = 2.56, p < .001) and low ICC-values
or the left insula ( ICC = 0.39, F (99,100) = 2.30, p < .001) and middle
ingulate cortex ( ICC = 0.34, F (99,100) = 2.03, p < .001). 

Extinction training effects: In the analysis of the test-retest-reliability
f the CS + extinction training effect (Ex1 > Ex2), we found low ICC-
alues for the left insula ( ICC = 0.22, F (99,100) = 1.56, p = .013)
nd middle cingulate cortex ( ICC = 0.29, F (99,100) = 1.81, p = .002),
owever no significant ICCs for the right insula ( ICC = 0.14,
 (99,100) = 1.33, p = .08). In the analysis of the test-retest-reliability
f extinction training effect of the CS + > CS- difference (Ex1 > Ex2) we
ound a low ICC-value for the left insula ( ICC = 0.20, F (99,100) = 1.51,
 = .020), however no significant ICCs for the right insula ( ICC = 0.008,
 (99,100) = 1.02, p = .47) or middle cingulate cortex ( ICC = 0.13,
 (99,100) = 1.3, p = .10). 

Reinstatement effects: No significant ICCs for the activation difference
S + > CS- pre reinstatement ( ICC = 0.01, F (99,100) = 1.02, p = .47), post
einstatement ( ICC = − 0.05, F (99,100) = 0.91, p = .68) or pre vs. post
einstatement ( ICC = − 0.12, F (99,100) = 0.78, p = .89) in the cingulate
ortex cluster ( x = 0; y = 40; z = 10; Supplementary Fig. S3) were found.

. Discussion 

Fear extinction is a relevant process to understand how conditioned
ear can be inhibited. It is suggested to be one key mechanism of change
uring exposure-based therapy in anxiety disorders. Despite the exist-
ng evidence about fear extinction and reinstatement of fear, knowledge
bout the actual extinction training related changes in neural correlates
s sparse. Here we provide 1) evidence that extinction training is accom-
anied by attenuation of neural activation in regions associated with
efensive reactions and fear conditioning (e.g., insula, cingulate cor-
ex) and 2) we show that these effects are stable across time points and
ites, allowing the investigation of related processes in context of clinical
ulti-center studies. 

In line with our first hypothesis and findings from our pilot study
 Hollandt et al., 2020 ), we found that the delayed extinction paradigm
voked strong CS + > CS- differences in neural activation in the bilat-
ral insular and cingulate cortex during the first extinction phase at
oth measurement points, supporting the hypothesis that the fear mem-
ry was successfully activated. For the CS- > CS + contrast, we found
ctivation in the precuneus, PCC, middle frontal gyrus and angular
yrus. The insula and dorsal anterior/middle cingulate cortex are re-
ions consistently activated during anticipation of external threat stim-
li ( Fullana et al., 2018 ). This is an excellent premise for the investiga-
ion of extinction training related learning processes, since our paradigm
argets exactly those regions expected to be involved in fear extinction
earning. 

On the behavioral level, at both measurement points, the re-
ccurrence of threat memories and conditioned responding lead to
igher US-expectancy, higher arousal and lower valence regarding CS +
han CS-. Together with the findings on the behavioral level, in the SCR
nd startle response at day 1, this provides evidence that fear acquisition
raining was successful and it supports the premise that the explicit fear
emory was successfully activated on a level of subjective appraisal on
ay 2. 
11 
Confirming our first hypothesis, effects of extinction training were
eflected by a decrease of neural activation associated with the CS +
 CS- difference. The interaction between first and second extinction
hase showed a distinctly reduced CS + > CS- difference in the insular
nd cingulate cortex during the second extinction phase. In the CS- >
S + difference, activation decrease was found in the precuneus and PCC.
hese extinction training effects indicate extinction learning of the new
S + /no-US information on a neural level. 

The functions of the insula are complex; amongst others, it is part of
eural circuits involved in sensory processing and emotion with strong
vidence supporting its role in mediating fear and anxiety in fear con-
itioning ( Gogolla, 2017 ). It seems likely that the insula detects mis-
atches in extinction learning: At the beginning of extinction training,
ue to the initial recall of the conditioned response, the mismatch be-
ween the predicted CS + /US-memory and the actual outcome is very
igh. Therefore, the insula activation is higher. Over the course of the
raining, learning occurs and predictions are less divergent from the ac-
ual outcome. Thus, less insula activation might be needed. This would
upport the hypothesis that the mechanism of extinction learning re-
ies on expectancy violations in terms of prediction errors ( Craske et al.,
014 ). 

Geuter et al. (2017) provided evidence for a functional dissociation
etween anterior and posterior insula. While activity in the anterior in-
ula reflects the summation of pain expectation and prediction errors
esulting from unexpected pain, the posterior insula and parietal oper-
ulum employ stimulus intensity coding. We found activation reduction
ot only in both parts of the insula but also in the parietal operculum
nd supramarginal gyrus, which is part of the somatosensory association
ortex. Since we used electric stimulation as US, intensity coding of a po-
ential painful stimulus takes place. It is plausible that the re-acquisition
ith the US right before extinction training evoked increased activation

n the insula, parietal operculum and supramarginal gyrus as an expecta-
ion of an unpleasant, possibly painful tactile stimulus and a response to
he actual aversive US which then decreased until the end of the second
xtinction phase. 

The bilateral insula is also part of the salience network together
ith the cingulate cortex. The salience network responds to behav-

orally salient events and plays a crucial role in integrating sensory
timuli to initiate cognitive control ( Chand et al., 2017 ). The dorsal
nterior/middle cingulate cortex plays an important role in emotional
wareness involving emotion expression and regulation ( Smith et al.,
019 ). In our experiment, this region was consistently activated in the
S + > CS- comparisons and showed a distinct activation reduction in
S + > CS- differences during extinction training, possibly reflecting a
ecreasing need of emotional responses. In accordance with the idea
f the salience network, activation reduction in insula and dorsal an-
erior/middle cingulate might reflect the process of the CS + losing its
redictive value for the US and thus the difference between CS + and CS-
ts salience. 

Fullana et al. (2018) confirmed extinction learning to be linked to
 pattern frequently observed in human fMRI studies of “central auto-
omic network ” brain activation with the anterior insular and dorsal
nterior cingulate cortices as its main cortical components. Their co-
ctivation apparently has been linked prominently to the elicitation of
egative affective states, including threat-related anticipatory anxiety.
ecreasing co-activation therefore might be evidence for lessening nega-

ive affect and anxiety, which is supported by our behavioral rating data.
ur analysis extends these findings from immediate to delayed extinc-

ion learning, which is important with regard to modeling the processes
n exposure-based CBT for patients with anxiety disorders. 

On the behavioral level, effects of extinction training were reflected
y a decreased CS + > CS- difference in US-expectancy and arousal
eduction toward the CS + over the course of the experiment. These
hanges in ratings suggest extinction learning on an explicit level of cog-
itive and emotional appraisal. Additionally, extinction training effects
n valence ratings were correlated with decreasing CS + > CS- difference
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n insula and cingulate cortex. This underlies the biological foundation
f psychological phenomena in learning processes. 

A general activation reduction from the second extinction to the re-
nstatement test phase regarding the CS + > CS- differences was found
n the anterior insular and anterior cingulate cortex, suggesting an over-
ll ongoing extinction learning where the CS + loses its predictive value
nd trait as a threat for the US. The reduction of deactivation in the
ippocampus and pre-/postcentral gyrus on the CS + regarding the CS-
 CS + contrast suggests an involvement of memory as well as senso-
otoric processes in a later phase of extinction training. 

However, confirming our second hypothesis, a reinstatement of con-
itioned fear after exposure to the US post extinction training was re-
ected by temporary changes in neural activation and subjective ap-
raisal. On the neural level, we found an interaction of CS-type X
re/post reinstatement in the ACC. Before the reinstatement, activation
as higher during CS- presentation than during CS + , whereas after the

einstatement, this differentiation showed the opposite pattern. This ac-
ivation change was furthermore positively correlated with changes in
S + > CS- difference US-expectancy ratings, pointing again to the bio-

ogical foundation of psychological phenomena. The presentation of the
S alone between the end of the second extinction phase and start of the
ost-reinstatement phase led to a higher US-expectancy and arousal to-
ard the CS + , which diminished fast in the course of the last extinction

raining phase. 
In neither variable of the analysis were the CS + > CS- differences

ompletely vanished. This goes along with an observation from the clin-
cal context: extinction of well-consolidated pathological fear is chal-
enging and needs multiple exposure-based CBT sessions. Although our
articipants did not suffer from pathological fear, the combination of
cquisition training and 24 h of consolidation generated a very robust
xcitatory fear response. The meta-analysis by Fullana et al. (2018) con-
rmed that fear responses to CS + vs. CS − are rarely completely dimin-

shed during extinction learning. On the one hand, this might be due to
n insufficient number of stimulus presentations during the experiment.
n the other hand, memory processes play a crucial role during extinc-

ion learning and hence traces of extinction memory need consolida-
ion time. Besides that, it also suggests that despite successful extinction
raining, a residual fear caused by the original CS + /US link remains. 

Furthermore, in line with our third hypothesis, we could substan-
ially extend initial findings from Hollandt et al. (2020) and confirm the
tability of neural and behavioral data associated with extinction learn-
ng processes across two measurement points and six investigation sites.

e were able to find comparable effects at all sites, respectively in ba-
ic comparisons regarding neural and behavioral data as well as overall
omparable effects at t1 and t2, regarding extinction training. Neither
n the neural activation in fear related brain areas nor in the behavioral
ata we found systematic time-depended or site-dependent influences.
he only overlap between site effects and CS- > CS + extinction effects
rom Ex2 to RIT was found in a cluster of the occipital cortex. 

Regarding the feasibility of the multicenter approach of our delayed
xtinction paradigm, we were able to demonstrate that it works exactly
s intended repeatedly at different sites with different MRI-scanners and
ersonnel, in site specific small samples ( n ~ 16). Thus, this paradigm
s useful and valuable for clinical comparisons of patients before vs.
fter exposure-based CBT and patients compared to healthy subjects.
uture studies using this delayed extinction paradigm have the potential
f shedding new light on the key mechanisms of exposure-based therapy
nd therefore foster patient care. 

In light of the recent “replication crisis ” in psychology and neu-
oscience ( Ioannidis, 2005 ; Open Science, 2015 ), task-based fMRI is
arshly criticized for having poor reliability ( Bennett and Miller, 2010 ).
ne measure for reliability is calculating Intraclass Correlation Coeffi-
ients (ICCs) which are particularly difficult to deal with in fMRI-settings
ince ICCs can be analyzed for specific regions of interest vs. whole-
rain as well as different contrasts of interest, and thus produce very
ifferent outcomes ( Brandt et al., 2013 ). Noteworthily, despite a high
12 
onsistency in the activation pattern of CS + vs. CS- effects over two
easurement points and six sites on group-level, we only found low to

air ICCs for activity in clusters of the insula and cingulate cortex for
elected comparisons regarding the recall of CS/US-memories and low
CCs regarding extinction training effects. This is partially lower than
he ICCs we found for the behavioral data: fair ICCs for the recall of
S/US-memories and low to good ICCs for extinction training effects.
verall, low ICCs challenge and set limitations to the use of fMRI data

n predicting and treating anxiety disorders at the individual level. How-
ver, low ICCs seem to be a general phenomenon in task-fMRI studies
s findings from a current meta-analysis ( Elliott et al., 2020 ) of 90 fMRI
xperiments ( n = 1008) across 11 common fMRI tasks revealed a mean
CC of 0.397. The authors discuss their findings by explaining that task-
MRI (as well as most behavioral) paradigms are intentionally designed
o reveal how the average human brain responds to provocation, while
inimizing between-subject variance. They did not find evidence that
RI measures, or even the BOLD signal itself, are inherently unreliable.
ut the majority of task-fMRI measures are based on contrasts between
onditions and explicitly not between individuals, which is also true for
ur fear conditioning experiment. 

On the one hand, it might be that a first extinction training is not
omparable with a second timepoint (i.e., high within-subject variabil-
ty) due to the dynamic nature of learning paradigms, which shapes or-
anisms to individually adapted to their environment. Considered this,
CCs up to 0.67 show that there is at least some accordance across time
oints. On the other hand, another possible explanation for low ICCs
n experimental paradigms in general could be relatively low between-
ubject variability due to high homogeneity in the sample (plausible
n our case, since we only investigated healthy subjects) in relation to
he within-subjects variability. As a result, robust (different groups at
ifferent scanners) and replicable (the same group at multiple measure-
ent points) paradigms (comparable result patterns) on group-level ex-

st, although having low inter-individual reliability. These paradigms
an therefore be useful for the investigation of between-group differ-
nces in the first place ( Hedge et al., 2018 ). Analyses of the individual
rajectories on the basis of our paradigm, however, might profit from
ifferent approaches than the traditional group- and event-contrasting
MRI analyses – e.g., machine learning ( Hahn et al., 2015 ) – as suggested
y Elliott et al. (2020) . Considering that we explored ICCs on the basis
f activation observed in difference contrasts on group level, this might
e a confounding issue here. 

Although we carefully conducted our study and analyses, several
imitations must be considered. To test our hypothesis about extinction
raining and reinstatement, we used the power of the large sample across
oth measurement points, while for the exploration of site and time ef-
ects we only tested the comparisons CS + > CS- and CS- > CS + at the
eginning of the experiment in which effect sizes were expected to be
argest. Based on our results, we can only assume that extinction train-
ng related decrease in CS + vs. CS- activation differences as we found
n the combined sample would also be found at each site given a larger
ample. 

As anticipated, the consolidated conditioned reactions in form of
igher US-expectancy, higher arousal, lower valence and higher neural
ctivation in the insula and cingulate cortex towards the CS + compared
o the CS- was quite strong and extinction training effects rather small.
he rating data showed that even at the very end of the experiment,
here were still significant differences between CS + and CS- ratings. Pre-
umably, longer extinction training would be necessary to completely
iminish differences in the reaction towards CS + and CS-. However,
ince we are highly interested in investigating patients with anxiety dis-
rders with this paradigm, we had to make the practical decision to cut
ack on MRI scanning time. The MRI environment with its very limited
pace, no possibility to move, and loud noises can be a stressful experi-
nce even for healthy subjects but even more so for patients who suffer
rom anxiety. Therefore, we compromised the length of the experiment
o that it was manageable for patients. 
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Regarding the ICC reliability analyses we had to face the challenge
f a multicenter study that was not initially designed to test the relia-
ility of our paradigm. Ideally, all participants are tested multiple times
n the same set of different MRI-scanners so that test-retest reliability
s well as inter-scanner reliability can be disentangled ( Friedman et al.,
008 ). Since we were only interested in the overall quality and repro-
ucibility of our paradigm and neither looking for definitive biomark-
rs nor individual differences research, we focused on exploring the re-
ions our extinction training targets in line with the current literature
 Fullana et al., 2018 ). Also, we only tested each participant twice in
he same scanner. Therefore, we had to remove the influence of site by
egressing the eigenvariates to site and only explore the test-retest re-
iability of the residuals. For a proper investigation of our paradigm’s
eliability, a specifically planned study would be needed. 

In conclusion, we could validate our delayed extinction fMRI-
aradigm to be suitable for the investigation of fear extinction. As a
ecessary further development in extinction research, we specifically
ocused on process information of neural correlates associated with fear
xtinction training and reinstatement to shed new light on the possi-
le neural mechanisms underlying exposure-based CBT and could show
onvergent findings in behavioral and neural data. 

Furthermore, we provide evidence that our paradigm is robust and
ppropriate for multicentric settings. Thus, it provides a solid basis for
uture clinical investigations (pre/post exposure therapy) on patients
ith anxiety disorders as it is already in preparation in the PROTECT-
D consortium. 
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